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ADOPT YOUR VERY OWN TRAIL
When you’re out hiking, do you ever wonder who keeps the trails in good condition? Who clears
away branches and trees that blow down every winter? Who heaps up dirt and stones to divert
water, so heavy rain doesn’t turn the trails into fast-flowing streams? Well, it’s us - Burlington
Section members.
The Burlington Section maintains a major portion of the Long Trail and side trails from Route 2
in Jonesville to Route 108 in Smuggler’s Notch. The main club maintains the trails above tree
line from Butler Lodge Trail over the summit of Mt. Mansfield to Taft Lodge.
With the official opening of the Winooski Bridge relocation slated for June 12, there is
an opportunity for an individual, family or group of people to adopt a new trail that
connects with the bridge from the north side in the town of Bolton.
What does an adopter do, you ask?
It's very simple. You get to hike on your very own trail at least three times a year
(spring, summer and fall), clear any debris, check that waterbars are operating
properly, and report to the field supervisor if any large repairs need to be done. (The
main club is available for additional assistance when needed. For example, GMC crews
can remove trees too large for an adopter.)
What do you get in return? The satisfaction of knowing that your section of the Long
Trail is safe and pleasant for hikers, thanks to your hard work and diligence. You will
also receive undying gratitude from your fellow GMC members!
Questions? Give Dave Hardy a call at 802-343-9017
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THEN

NOW
Section President Ted Albers and Section
Historian Dot Myer have been having fun
looking through old issues of Long Trail
News and other archived GMC material.
This article about a “trail bee” evokes a time
when porcupines (aka hedgehogs) were the
scourge of the LT; when men did “men’s
work” and women did “women’s work”; and
when shelters had mattresses, stoves, pots,
pans and dishes.
This year’s first trail “bees” were held on
May 9 and May 16. Trail chairperson Pam
Gillis provided the following information:
This year we had 8 folks on our first outing
and used 3 chainsaws, each heavily used! We
cleared trees from just south of Duck Brook
Shelter to about a mile or more north of it and
cleared the Long Trail from Bolton Notch Rd to
the Buchanan Shelter cutoff. It was hot!
On May 16, we had 9 folks and 2 chainsaws,
each of which got used but not much. One
group of 4 cleared the Butler Lodge Trail and
the Long Trail from Butler past the Twin
Brooks tenting area. The other group worked
on Nebraska Notch Trail and the LT from
Taylor Lodge. The most interesting obstruction
was a massive tree that had fallen right by the
trail such that its root system blocked the trail.
We tore apart the roots and cut a limb to make
a passage for the trail.
For quite a few years now, our tradition is for
the leaders to provide lemonade, beer and
chips at the end of the hike. That makes a
nice time to socialize and get refreshed!
Many readers might get this issue in time to
participate in the last two work days for
this spring, on May 30 and June 6. Get out
and give something back to the trails we all
love to hike! There’s something for
everyone, from the complete novice to what
the 1935 article calls the “hardened
worker”. Contact Pam Gillis at
gillis1986@gmail.com or John Sharp at
john.sharp@uvm.edu

Here’s another winner from the archives: a GMC song!

Hiking with Your Little Ones
adapted from an article in September 2007 Ridge Lines
Summer is a great time to get children hooked on hiking. You don’t have to fuss with snow pants and
boots or worry about one lone mitten disappearing somewhere along the trail. You don’t have to fret
about little noses or ear lobes getting nipped by frost.
But even in the summer time, successful hikes with children require planning and preparation. Here are
some suggestions from local parents and from several helpful web sites. (There’s a lot of excellent
advice on the web, including information about videos and other resources. Just search “hiking with
children”.)

Babies
Most experts say you shouldn’t hike with babies younger than one month. If you’re carrying an older
infant in a front carrier, plan for only 20 or 30 minutes at first. You might be able to hike for an hour or
more with an older baby in a good back carrier. The distance will depend on weather, conditions along
the trail, your fitness, and whether you and your baby start out well rested.
Babies can’t let you know that they’re starting to get sunburned or windburned. Make sure your baby has
a hat. Use sunscreen recommended by your pediatrician. Check your baby’s skin often.
It’s easy to provide for breastfed infants. For other babies, keep milk or formula in an insulated bag.
Even for a short hike, bring an extra diaper or two. Remember, you MUST take used diapers home with
you. Never bury or burn diapers. (You might want to dig a “cat hole” and scrape poop into it before
wrapping the diaper in a plastic bag for carrying home. You can also put used diapers on a rock in the
sun while you’re taking a snack break. They’ll weigh less and be less smelly.)

Toddlers
Very few little children like hiking for the sake of hiking, and they definitely aren’t peak baggers. Reaching
a specific location is not nearly as important as what happens along the way. So don’t get hung up on
miles or destinations. A toddler’s first hiking experiences should be short and successful.
Look in your own neighborhood for beginning hikes. Start with a walk up the hill in back of your house or
to a local beaver pond. Hike along a bike path or a dirt road.
Plan on slow hikes with lots of time for poking in puddles, staring at bugs and picking up rocks. (A parent
can hike for longer distances with a baby in a backpack than with a toddler who wants to do some of his
own walking!)
Plan for some specific adventures. Walk the trail first by yourself. (Always walk the trail first! Don’t
take your child on a trail you don’t know.) When you’re scouting the trail, watch for things like a little
rock cave, a hollow tree, a waterfall, or a messy squirrel’s nest – things you can tell your child to look for
as you hike. Scouting the trail first will also alert you to poison ivy, stinging nettles, or things that might
frighten your child such as blow-downs or gaps in the trail.
Head home early if your little one is getting over-tired or cranky – but don’t act disappointed. Your child is
getting to know hiking, and you’re getting to know how your child responds to hiking.
Carry lots of fluids and snacks, and don’t wait for your child to ask for something to drink. Kids can get
dehydrated even if they’re in a carrier.
Pack a small first-aid kit and maybe a towel or blanket to sit on during stops. You might want to bring
containers with lids, for treasures such as pinecones and interesting rocks.
Talk about safety rules and repeat often. “Adult first, adult last” is a great rule, as is “don’t pick any
plants”.
Most hiking parents find that it’s best to start soon after breakfast. (Don’t get the kids up unusually early.
Follow your family’s normal morning schedule.) You can hike for a while, have a mid-morning snack on
the trail, and be home in time for lunch and a nap.
- continued on page 7 -

Section Outings
Summer 2015
Unless otherwise specified, call the trip leader to sign up, find out what equipment you’ll need, and learn
about any changes. Check with trip leader before bringing your pet along. Human guests are always
welcome. Trip leaders often arrange carpooling. If you ride along in someone else’s car, we recommend
reimbursing the driver at the rate of 10 cents a mile.
June
6/6 (Sat) National Trails Day Work Hike Help clear the Long Trail (and some side trails). Bring work
gloves, lunch, water. Tools provided or bring your own. Meet at UVM visitor’s lot at 8am or Richmond
Park & Ride (Exit 11) at 8:30am. Moderate hike, moderate pace, 4-10 miles, 2000’ elevation gain. Pam
Gillis, 879-1457 or gillis1986@gmail.com, and John Sharp, 862-3941.
6/7 (Sun) Moosalamoo Adventure & Fishing Hike A variety of trails among forests, cliffs, waterfalls,
streams, and lakes. Bring a fishing pole and your fishing license to try your luck after the hike. Moderate
terrain, moderate pace, 8 miles round trip, 1500’ elevation gain. Group limit 8. Contact leader by 6/3.
Adam Heckle, aheckle@uvm.edu
6/20 (Sat) Mount Mansfield Loop Hike We’ll go from the state park up the CCC Road and Maple Ridge,
then across the ridge to the summit, and return by Sunset Ridge. Difficult, 9 miles, 3000’ vertical climb.
Sign up by June 18. Richard Larsen, 878-6828 or larsen007@aol.com
6/21 (Sun) Belvidere Mountain We’ll hike the Long Trail north to Forester’s Trail to the Belvidere
Mountain Summit and Fire Tower. Moderate hike, moderate pace, 5.6 miles, 2000’ elevation gain. Meet
at 10 am in the Long Trail parking area on Route 118, Belvidere Center. Contact leader by 6/19. Lindsay
Pokorak, 607-242-7420, or lpokorak@gmail.com
6/27 (Sat) Mt. Abe, Mt. Ellen, Jerusalem Super fun hike! We start from the Battell Trail, hike up to Mt.
Abe, then hook up to the Long Trail and hike north to Mt. Ellen. Near the top of Mt. Abe there is a cool
plane wreck 20’ off the trail. We continue north to the Jerusalem Trail junction and hike down to the cars
we have dropped off. Difficult hike, moderate pace, 10.8 miles, 2500’ elevation gain. Contact leader for
details. Wes Volk, 355-4135 or wesvolk@gmail.com
6/28 (Sun) Abandoned Settlements of Waterbury - History Hike Come see the remnants of the
abandoned settlement west of Waterbury Reservoir. Trails follow ancient roads. Stone fences, cellar
holes, and three cemeteries remain. Easy to moderate, 7 to 8 miles with 700 feet of elevation gain; all
day outing. Contact leader for details. Joe Frank, 862-1816 or jefrank2@gmail.com
July
7/4 (Sat) Mt. Hunger We’ll hike up Mt. Hunger from the Waterbury Center side of the mountain. This trail
goes up pretty steadily with a few scrambles near the top. Estimated hiking time is 2¼ hours up and 1¼
hours down. Moderate hike, moderate to strong pace, 4.4 miles round trip, 2290’ ascent. Group limit 12.
Contact leader by 7/2. Sheri Larsen, 878-6828 or larsen007@aol.com
7/11 (Sat) Laraway Loop From Davis Neighborhood we will head over to Codding Hollow, follow the
Long Trail up over Laraway Mt., and return via Davis Neighborhood Trail. Moderate hike, moderate to
strong pace, 5-8 miles, <2400’ elevation gain. Group limit 10. Contact leader by 7/9. David Hathaway,
899-9982 or david.hathaway.78@gmail.com
7/12 (Sun) Waterbury Reservoir by Canoe or Kayak Enjoy a two to three hour paddle on the
Waterbury Reservoir. We‘ll access the Reservoir from the less-used boat access off Rt. 2 near the
Waterbury dam. Moderate outing at a moderate paddling pace. Group limit 8. Contact trip leader by 7/11
for meet-up time and directions but please take note: This outings leader is not an early riser. ;) Ted
Albers, ted@ted-albers.net
7/17 (Fri) Lincoln Gap to Appalachian Gap We'll carpool from Burlington to Appalachian Gap to drop
off car(s) and proceed to Lincoln Gap. This a wonderful all-day ridgewalk along the Long Trail with our
initial ascent up to Mt. Abraham. From here north, the trail continues ascending and descending several
4000' peaks with 360 degree views. 12.3 miles. Bring your binocs and a fun attitude for this all day
moderately-paced hike. Ideally we'd like to begin hiking @ 0830 from Lincoln Gap. Contact leader at
least one day in advance. Pete Saile, 658-0912.

July Outings – cont.
7/18 (Sat) Elephants Head Trail (Stowe) This hike starts from the Stowe ski area and goes up Route
108 until we get to the Elephants Head Trail. This winds up and around to Sterling Pond. Moderate hike
at a moderate pace, ~7.6 miles, 1400’ elevation gain. Contact leader for details. Wes Volk,
wesvolk@gmail.com or 355-4135.
7/19 (Sun) Mt. Hunger West Come enjoy a relaxing hike with a picnic at the summit and explore a
quarry near the parking area. Moderate hike, moderate pace, 8 miles, 2500' elevation gain. Group limit 810. e-mail leader by 7/14. Adam Heckle, 233-8091 or aheckle@uvm.edu
7/25 (Sat) Mansfield Ridge From Underhill State Park we’ll head up Sunset Ridge to the Mansfield Chin
(summit), then follow the ridge to the Forehead and return via Maple Ridge and the CCC road. Moderate
hike, moderate to strong pace, 9 miles, 2600’ elevation gain. Group limit 10. Contact leader by 7/23.
David Hathaway, 899-9982 or david.hathaway.78@gmail.com
7/26 (Sun) Adam’s Apple We'll head up the Long Trail from Rte. 108 in Stowe stopping at Taft Lodge
then on to the Adam's Apple with great views. Moderate hike with moderate pace, Contact Mary Keenan
at keenan158@yahoo.com or 658-2104.
August
8/1 (Sat) Mt. Abe, LT, Jerusalem Trail Long fun loop up Mt. Abe, take a look at the small plane crash,
continue north on the LT and then down Jerusalem. Difficult hike, moderate pace, 10.8 miles, 2300’
elevation gain. Contact leader for details. Wes Volk, 355-4135 or wesvolk@gmail.com
8/2 (Sun) Belvedere Mountain from Rt. 118 We’ll hike from Vermont 118 north on the LT to the
Belvedere Saddle, then take the spur trail to the summit and fire tower. Moderate hike, 5.6 miles round
trip, 2100' elevation gain. Contact leader by 7/31. Rich Larsen, larsen007@aol.com or 878-6828
8/8 (Sat) Lincoln Gap to Appalachian Gap The group will hike from Lincoln Gap to Appalachian Gap
along what is regarded as one of the most beautiful stretches of the Long Trail. Hikers should be
prepared for sustained climbs and rocky areas. Difficult, strong pace, 11.6 miles, 2300’ elevation gain.
Group limit 10. Joe Sikowitz, 504-220-3151 or joseph.sikowitz@gmail.com
8/9 (Sun) Bamforth Ridge (Camels Hump State Park) Starting with a quick elevation change, we
ultimately reach an open ridge with great views and swimming nearby! Moderate hike, moderate pace,
10 miles round trip, 2000’ elevation gain. Group limit 8-10. Contact leader by 8/1. Adam Heckle,
aheckle@uvm.edu or 233-8091.
8/22 (Sat) Mansfield Loop From Stevensville Road we’ll hike up Butler Lodge Trail and Wampahoofus
Trail to the Forehead for a total of 2.8 mi. We’ll travel the ridge (1.8 mi.) and then backtrack to the Maple
Ridge Trail and descend on the Frost Trail. Fantastic hike! Difficult, moderate pace, 10 miles, approx.
2500’ elevation gain. Contact leader for details. Wes Volk, 355-4135 or wesvolk@gmail.com
8/29 (Sat) Worcester Range / Skyline Trail We’ll climb the Middlesex Trail to the summit of Mt. Hunger,
then follow the Skyline Trail to Mt. Worcester, returning on the Worcester Mt. Trail. Difficult hike,
moderate to strong pace, ~11 miles, ~3000’ elevation gain. Group limit 10. Contact leader by 9/24. David
Hathaway, 899-9982 or david.hathaway.78@gmail.com
September
9/5 (Sat) Bamforth Ridge Trail Start at the north end of the Long Trail on Duxbury Road, up the
Bamforth Ridge Trail, and down Monroe Trail. There are 2 peaks on Bamforth Ridge that are somewhat
clear of trees, giving great views to north, east and west. Multiple lookouts along the trail too. A couple of
fun little rock scrambles (easy ones). Difficult hike, moderate pace, 11 miles, 3400’ elevation gain.
Contact leader for details. Wes Volk, 355-4135 or wesvolk@gmail.com
9/6 (Sun) Exploring the History Around Waterbury Reservoir Come see the remnants of the
abandoned settlement west of Waterbury Reservoir. Trails follow ancient roads. Stone fences, cellar
holes, and three cemeteries remain. Distance will be seven or eight miles with 700 feet of elevation gain.
Rating easy to moderate. An all-day outing. Contact Joe Frank at 862-1816 or jefrank2@gmail.com more
details.
9/7 (Mon) Mount Abraham We’ll ascend the west side of the mountain via the Battell Trail to the LT and
continue on the LT north to the summit, then return the same route. 5.8 miles, moderate pace, about 4½
hours. Contact Max Seaton 999-3945 or maxyseaton@yahoo.com

September Outings – cont.
9/12 (Sat) Mt. Norris (Eden) Mt. Norris has everything Camels Hump has without the crowds: ample
parking, big rocks, trees, a water feature, a clearing, a lake view and a trail register. The added bonus is
a close-up view of the Lowell Mountain wind installation. You won't get that from Camels Hump!
Moderate, 3.6 miles round trip. Group limit 8. Contact leader for details. Mary Lou Recor, 660-2834 or
mlrecor@myfairpoint.net or.
9/13 (Sun) Bird Walk Fall migration should be heating up! Birds that have nested in Canada will be
starting to filter through Vermont and taking lots of stops to fatten up. Many other birds that nested here
will also be in a feeding frenzy prior to migration. We’ll take a leisurely walk, either on the Ti-Haul Trail in
Shelburne (flat) or the Charlotte Park and Wildlife Refuge or Hinesburg’s Geprag’s Park (uneven ground,
both with gentle hills) – depending on the interests and physical abilities of the group. Each is a two-mile
round trip. Group limit 10. Contact leader by 9/10. Maeve Kim, 899-4327 or maevulus@surfglobal.net
9/19 (Sat) Jay Peak Hike from Hazens Notch to Jay Peak ski area; lots of up and down; descend Ullrs
Dream ski trail to tram station. Should be close to peak fall foliage. Difficult hike, moderate pace, 10.2
miles, 3000’+ elevation gain. Contact leader by 9/17. Dave Hardy, dhardy@greenmountainclub.org or
343-9017.
9/20 (Sun) Stowe Pinnacle Hike The pace will be slow to moderate so that all can join on this beautiful
fall hike to a rewarding open summit. Dogs are welcome. Moderate, 2.8 miles, 1500’ elevation gain.
Contact leader by 9/19. Wolfgang Hokenmaier, 343-8175 or hogges@gmx.net
9/26 (Sat) Whiteface Mountain From the top of Smugglers Notch we’ll climb to Sterling Pond, then
follow the Long Trail over Madonna and Morse Mountains, continue to Whiteface Mountain and return,
Difficult hike, moderate to strong pace, ~11 miles, ~4000’ elevation gain. Group limit 10. Contact leader
by 9/24. David Hathaway, 899-9982 or david.hathaway.78@gmail.com
9/27 (Sun) Shelburne Pond Paddle Enjoy a two to three hour paddle on Shelburne Pond in Shelburne.
Shelburne Pond is small, but it’s still the largest undeveloped body of water in the Champlain Valley,
about 12 miles south of Burlington. 1046 acres of pond, woods, wetlands and limestone bluffs. Not a
swimming pond in any season due to algae. Easy outing, easy pace. Group limit 8. Contact trip leader by
9/26 for meet-up time and directions but please take note: This outings leader is not an early riser. Ted
Albers, ted@ted-albers.net

Hiking with Your Little Ones – cont.
Put sunscreen on your child at the beginning of the day and reapply frequently. Make sure your child has
a wide-brimmed hat.
Long pants and long-sleeved shirts are usually better, but if you decide on shorts and a T-shirt, be sure
to pack bring warmer clothes in your pack. Little children lose body heat quickly.
Children should wear sturdy hiking boots or good sneakers, not sandals or “crocs”.
Carry antibacterial hand wipes, especially if your child is still in diapers. Don’t fret about other kinds of
dirt. Getting dirty while hiking is part of the fun!
By the time a child is five or six, if he’s had experience hiking, he might be interested in hiking to a
specific destination. Many adults in the Underhill-Jericho area have fond memories of hiking Nebraska
Notch and having a snack at Taylor Lodge.

Backpacking
Backpacking with children requires special planning and special alertness.
With infants, many people use a two-man tent and a double sleeping bag, with the infant between them.
If you put your baby in her own sleeping bag, remember that she’s likely to wiggle out. Make sure she’s
dressed warmly and check on her often during the night.
For families with more than one kid, have one adult and one child in separate two-man tents.
Toddlers move incredibly fast and are incredibly curious. It’s a good idea to have a designated watcher:
one adult whose only task is keeping an eye on the child.
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